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ABOUT
LAVINIA’S FRAMING

 In Lavinia’s Framing, only the best quality 
conservation products are used, ensuring the high-
est quality of work. The experience for each client is 
personalized, her trained employees are specialized in 
each aspect of custom frame production and Lavinia 
herself, has more than 30 years of experience framing 
in San Miguel de Allende, Gto., which is an important 
art center in Central Mexico. Her innate gift and sensi-
tivity for choosing the ideal presentation to enhance 
the simplest piece, allows her clients to “Rediscover the 
Art”.



INTRO “EURO-HANG”

Exclusively for the entire American continent, Lavinia’s Framing presents “EU-
RO-HANG” hanging system.

The most complete, flexible and clean system that has been so successful in Eu-
rope.

The new concepts of marketing and of exhibiting a product, idea or
service, bring new challenges. “EURO-HANG” gives you new solutions that 
offer better performance with the smallest possible size, looking for
versatility and aesthetics.
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3 
SIMPLE 
COMPONENTS

Aluminum Guides line system slidinG Hooks



 
 They are fixed to the wall or ceiling (suitable for most walls, although restrictions do apply..consult details with a 
sales agent), they are the aluminum profile bars hanging from the hangers. Our wide range of Guides cover all the resis-
tance needs from domestic use and escapism with the Basi guide, going through the most demanding use as museums, 
antiquarians ...
 All of them are mounted easily and quickly through our exclusive “super-clips” that even in case of
over load, it prevents the detachment of the Guides, thus preserving the safety of the works. Made in aluminum from the 
first fusion, this guarantees an optimal quality of both the resistance and the finish. They are supplied in matt white and 
matt silver in bars of 3 meters (we can cut it).

GUIDES: 

 STAR: Recommended for Galleries and commerce in general. 
 Supports from 35 kg./ml to 50 kg/ml
 Guide in aluminum of 1,3mm of thickness and measures 9 x 26 mm // 7 Super-Clips of fixation are re  
 quired for each bar of 3 mts.
 GP-9053 white
 GP-9020 silver

 STAR PLUS: Recommended for Museums, Galleries and commerce in general. 
 Supports from 50 kg./ml to 65 kg/ml
 Guide in aluminum of 1,3mm of thickness and measures 9 x 32 mm // 7 Super-Clips of fixation are re  
 quired for each bar of 3 mts.
 GP-9153 white
 GP-9120 silver





 There’s 17 types of hangers. They are composed of 3 pieces: supports, lines, and hooks.

 
 Perno Guía Plus slideable : 6 x 11mm the piece that holds the nylon line or steel cable line,  
 goes through the interior of the GUIDE. It’s applied through one of the ends.
 AC-0102

 Perno Guide Express: 6 x 14 mm the piece that holds the nylon like or steel cable line, goes  
 through the interior of the GUIDE. Its applied through any point of the guide with the hand,  
 with the Express-Cane, can be applied withought ladders. 
 AC-0103

 
 Multiuse SG Support: djustable opener for panels, panels and similar of 2-40 mm. Suitable  
 for Nylon, steel cable and steel rod. A VERY versatile product that will surprise you with its  
 multiple utilities.
 AC-0105

 SG Support for ceiling: Supports up to 35kg each. It is adaptable to almost any ceiling is a  
 valid system for nylon, steel cable and rod.
 AC-0106

 Normal Micro tensor: Fit Steel Cable and rod. It is used for our Expo-Plus or between 2   
 wall guides, its tensioning system is simple and practical, being able to change the thread   
 when you want. Usable only in Star and Star-Plus guides, and self-supporting Expo-plus.
 AC-0110

HANGERS: 

THE SUPPORTS



 
 Nylon 2mm (supports 100 kg of traction) low from the Track-Guide, is usually served in  
 a roll containing the necessary thread for the hangersrequested. (ex: 10 hangers carry  
 20mts of cable) so you can make the most of it. It is supplied by mts and rolls of 100 mts.

 Steel Cable 1.5mm supports 150kg of low traction from the Rail-Guide, is normally  
 served in a roll containing the necessary thread for the hangers requested. (ex: 10 hang 
 ers carry 20mts of cable) so you can make the most of it. It is supplied by mts and rolls of  
 100 mts.

 

 Automatic (ATM Hook): It is self-locking and does not need tools, it can be used in 2mm Ny 
 lon and 1.5mm steel cable. Hold up to 20-30 kg.
 AC-0309

 RM (Rosca Manual Hook): it can be adjusted with your hands using a thread that can be used  
 only in 2mm Nylon, it can be incorporated directly into the desired point. Hold up to 15kg.
 AC-0331

 THE LINES:

 THE HOOKS:



FINAL GUIDE CAPS: 
 Final covers for the guides. Each guide has its specific final cover made and studied so that  
 its visualization is minimal. Available in white and gray.
 AG-9053 T.F. STAR BLANCA // AG-9020 T.F. STAR GRAY // AG-9153 T.F. STAR + WHITE // AG-9120 T.F. STAR + GRAY

EXPRESS CANE:
 Cane (150 cm) with positioning tool. It allows to put the System-Express from the ground  
 and without stairs.
 AC-0901

SUPER-CLIP:
 This element serves to place the guide to the wall, the super-clip is previously fixed by means  
 of a block and screw, once fixed, the guide is clipped, this specially designed so that the guide  
 never comes off in case of overload.
AG-0101

OTHERS: 



INSTALLATION:
EURO-HANG is so easy to use that anyone can install it.
But we do have installers throughout the Mexican Republic if you need the service.
To quote this service, please mention it and a quote will be sent to you.



PRICES
Guides
 Star:          $75.15
 Star Plus:         $75.54

THE SUPPORTS
 Perno Guide Plus slideable:      $1.55
 Perno Guide Express:       $4.29
 Multiuse SG Support:       $9.40
 SG Support for ceiling:      $13.23
 Normal Micro Tensor:       $20.95

THE LINES
 2mm Nylon (roll 100 mts):      $39.00
 1,55mm Steel Cable (roll 100 mts):    $251.88

THE HOOKS
 Automatic (ATM Hook):      $9.67
 RM (Rosca Manual Hook):      $5.37
 
OTHERS
 Final Guide Caps:       $1.00
 Express Cane:        $37.81
 Super-Clip:        $1.27

(prices in USD)



Lavinia’s Framing - Servicios

Framing Services
and more

Hand-carved frames
Acrylic boxes

Restoration
Fredrix Canvas

Mirrors
Fine Art Printing

Packing and art transportation
Art import and export 

Wholesales
EURO-HANG Hanging System
TruVue Glass and Acrylics
 Glass:
 Museum Quality
  -Museum Glass
  -Conservation Clear(sobre pedido)
  -ULTRA VUE Laminated Glass (sobre pedido)
 Conservation Quality
  -UltraVue

 Acrylics:
 Museum Quality
  -Optimum Museum Acrylic
  -Conservation Reflection Control
  -TRU LIFE
  -Conservation Clear Acrylic
 Conservation Quality
  -Optimum Acrylic

Crescent Cardboard
 -Crescent Select (Alpha-cellulose conservation matboard
 -Rag Mat
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